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The Sleepless Series

The Sleepless Series is a fictional music festival consisting of my favorite artists to 
listen to late at night in contemplative thought. I wanted the poster to be dramatic 
and harsh, mimicking the distortion of reality that accompanies a lack of sleep. 
 
The type was first manipulated in Illustrator, inkjet printed onto computer paper, 
crumpled, and photographed under a halogen desk lamp. Secondary copy was added 
later in Photoshop.

https://www.jaymewong.xyz/thesleeplessseries


Fictional Music Festival Poster



Type Anatomy Poster

I enjoy thinking of type as letterforms and shapes. By selectively cropping each 
letterform, I’m not only focusing on anatomical details of each letter, but I’m 
subverting the audience’s gaze and reframing how we look at type. My hopes 
are that an average viewer would walk away with a more detailed, analytical 
understanding of type as shape.

https://www.jaymewong.xyz/typeanatomy


Type Anatomy Poster



Solar Commons

This infographic was for a non-profit that works to put monetary savings 
from solar energy back into low-income communities. My approach was to 
display the two existing business models for solar energy, and compare them 
with Solar Commons’ model to highlight their community and social equity 
emphasis. The body copy was written by myself, interpreted & simplified from 
lengthy source information provided by Solar Commons. All art is my own. 
 
This piece — an 11”x17” poster — was selected to be displayed alongside the 
Dunbar Solar Commons project in Tucson, Arizona.

https://www.jaymewong.xyz/solarcommons


Solar Commons Infographic



Sex Ed Icons

This is a set of fictional icons that could be used in an educational app 
for K-12 schools. Sexual and reproductive health is clouded with stigma, 
so my goal was to design icons that would make this topic easier to 
discuss amongst youth and their peers. The Facebook logo was recreated 
in the same style to show how social media icons might be adapted for 
cohesion within the app.

https://www.jaymewong.xyz/sexedicons


Sex Ed Mobile Icons



Passport Event

This identity system was submitted for an annual fundraiser hosted by 
the Tucson Presidio Rotary Club. The organizers were looking to expand 
beyond their usual older demographic, so I used handlettering, handpainted 
textures, and iconography to bring a youthful charm to the project. 
 
Elements included an event poster, email campaign, and “passport” cover + 
spreads (for the booklet to be used by participants during the event).

https://www.jaymewong.xyz/passportevent


Passport Event 2018 Submission 
(Event Poster)



Passport Event 2018 Submission 
(Email Blast, Passport Cover, Sponsor Spreads)



Jupiter Analogs

We were tasked with creating an identity system for a fictional company that 
collects and sells space artifacts, either to institutions and the government, or on 
the black market. I created the concept of Jupiter Analogs: a black-market watch 
retailer that hides space artifacts in their product. The name alludes to Jupiter-like 
exoplanets that are indicative of other solar systems similar to our own. 
 
In addition to the following stationery set and packaging created for the system, I 
designed website layouts, 3D signage, vehicle wraps, tchotchkes, and more. All were 
presented along with branding guidelines in a complete identity manual. My favorite 
piece was the company brochure, where I explored interactions of type and photo 
within a clean aesthetic.

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/86f511_aee1856dffdc43f6807cd44feeacf392.pdf
https://www.jaymewong.xyz/jupiteranalogs


Identity System: Jupiter Analogs 
(Stationery Set, Business Card Detail, Logo, Packaging)



Identity System: Jupiter Analogs 
(Company Brochure Spreads)



Camellia

Named for Camellia sinensis, the plant that tea originates from, Camellia 
promises all-natural, fair trade, no sugar added tea in an eco-friendly Tetrapak. 
 
The organic logotype “floats” on the surface of neutral, natural color gradients to 
emphasize cleanliness & the product’s significant lack of artificiality.

https://www.jaymewong.xyz/camellia


Packaging Identity: Camellia 
(Fictional Boxed Tea Company)



Absolum

Absolum is a fictional soil company whose branding identity was a collaboration 
between myself and three classmates. I designed our logo (though the leaves’ 
placement was my classmate’s idea), and created our stationery kit (letterhead, 
envelope, business card) and our mailer brochure. The body copy was a 
collaborative effort, and photography was open source. 
 
I also animated our logo in After Effects, creating a GIF for our group 
presentation, which can be viewed here.

https://www.jaymewong.xyz/absolum?lightbox=dataItem-jq5vll4m
https://www.jaymewong.xyz/absolum


Identity System: Absolum 
(Stationery Set, Logo, Business Card Detail)

https://www.jaymewong.xyz/absolum?lightbox=dataItem-jq5vll4m


Identity System: Absolum 
(Mailer Spreads)



Period Equity Posters

For this social poster project, I chose to tackle the complex topic of period equity 
and address various global injustices surrounding menstruation. Globally, periods 
are often thought of as dirty, and in some parts of the world, period-experiencing 
people are prohibited from entering kitchens, places of worship, and are sometimes 
temporarily shunned from their own homes. The stigma around periods and a lack 
of education around menstrual hygiene also affects access to education. In the 
US, menstrual hygiene products are not considered a necessity, and thus have an 
additional luxury tax. 
 
Based on these findings from my research, I created posters that individually 
addressed separate issues within the topic of period equity. As a series, the 
messaging and graphics are intentionally confrontational to reflect the reality of a 
period and the social inequities that accompany it.

https://www.jaymewong.xyz/periodequity


Period Equity Posters 
(Series)



Period Equity Posters 
(Detail)



SPEKTRA Magazine

SPEKTRA is a fictional, intersectional magazine created by & for women and 
nonbinary people of color. I curated (and credited) existing online articles, and 
designed the cover and spreads for the full magazine. Photography was either 
from the original article, or open source. 
 
Through this project, I wanted to challenge myself to create dynamic layouts 
that were conceptually and aesthetically cohesive. I also enjoyed developing my 
typography skills by working with large bodies of text and delicately handling 
their relationship to each other and other elements on the page. Though this 
exists as a print magazine, a full PDF version can be downloaded here.

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/86f511_b234067532144ca88838709521327e24.pdf
https://www.jaymewong.xyz/spektra


Fictional Magazine: SPEKTRA 
(Front Cover & a Title Spread)



Fictional Magazine: SPEKTRA 
(Misc. Body & Title Page spreads)


